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A taste of Eating Competence for clients struggling with eating
by Keira Oseroff, MSW, LCSW, and Jennifer Harris, RDN, LD, CEDRD
Keira Oseroff and Jennifer Harris are Ellyn Satter Institute (ESI) faculty members who are expert in the
treatment of eating disorders. Both base their work on the “How to Eat” method from Ellyn Satter’s
Treating the Dieting Casualty workshop, and Harris co-leads the twice-yearly online workshop.
An all-too-typical first meeting with a client struggling with their relationship with food goes something
like this: “I have food issues and I’m hoping you can help me. I have been trying to lose weight on and
off for as long as I can remember, and I can’t seem to get anywhere anymore. In the past I could lose
weight and maintain it for a while, but now I cannot put together one day of good eating. I say to
myself, ‘I’ll do better tomorrow.’ But tomorrow never comes.”
Clients present typical patterns
Clients are desperate for change, but having no idea what change looks like, they return to the familiar,
destructive cycle of yo-yo dieting. They are obligatory dieters—a person who can no longer diet but
who no longer knows how to eat. Sadly, folks striving for weight loss have been joined by way too
many others who are so locked in conflict about what and how much to eat that they feel undeserving of
eating pleasure and experience eating as unrelenting misery and shame. At the same time as they
continually admonish themselves, “I shouldn’t eat this . . . I ate too much of that . . . I don’t dare have
that around,” today’s obligatory dieters aren’t even aware that they have been enslaved by food
restriction. Their often vague but cruel self-expectations about eating leave them so insensitive to and
mistrustful of their wants and needs with food and eating that they can only respond to extremes of
hunger, food craving, and fullness. While they may not be eating disordered, their struggle with eating
plays a central role in life and is no less devastating. They are demoralized and incapacitated.
Define problems so they can be solved
Ask, don’t tell. How does your client go about feeding themselves? What would they like to be different
about their eating? Do they want to resolve their conflict and anxiety around food and eating? Are they
willing to develop trust in taking care of themselves with food? Can they take the risk of honoring their
natural and life-giving need to get enough to eat of food they enjoy? Can they put their weight concerns
in a box and shelve them—at least for now? Taking the Eating Competence approach lets them achieve
their goals, but in a completely different way. Even though ecSatter doesn’t say a word about weight
and/or eating the right food and avoiding the wrong food, Eating Competence is positively correlated
with better nutrition,1, 2 lower BMIs,3-5 superior metabolic profiles,3, 6, 7 and more-positive quality of life
indicators.8-10 Eating competence is measured by the validated ecSI 2.0.8, 11
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ecSatter is the antithesis of today’s eating attitudes and behaviors
The trust-based ecSatter comprises four factors.12
● Positive attitudes and beliefs about food and about eating. Competent eaters are relaxed
about food and eating. They enjoy eating and are comfortable with their enjoyment. They
don’t obsess after they have eaten, nor are they guilt ridden. They eat and they move on.
● Food acceptance skills. Competent eaters are interested in food and enjoy trying new
foods. They can “make do” in situations that call for it, eating food they don’t much care
for because not every meal has to be the most exciting.
● Internal regulation skills. Competent eaters are internally regulated. They tune in to their
bodies when they eat. Within the context of structured meals and snacks, they trust their
hunger and fullness cues to guide how much to eat.
● Context management skills. Competent eaters plan for feeding themselves. They are
reliable and can depend on themselves to have regular meals and snacks in between if they
want/need them.
Developing Eating Competence sets aside the trouble and struggle
ecSatter lets obligatory dieters believe in themselves. Arriving at Eating Competence is a
personal journey offering nutritional, emotional, and physical wellness. Some become positive
and self-trusting with eating without much difficulty and can even use self-help publications.13,
14
Others find it to be more challenging and that they need support from a Ellyn Satter Institutetrained professional who systematically guides them in How to Eat.15 As described by The
Satter Hierarchy of Food Needs,16 becoming trusting with the how of eating allows the what to
follow naturally as people learn and grow with Eating Competence. As with Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs, one naturally learns and grows as needs are dependably satisfied,
beginning with getting enough to eat at predictable times, then having longer-term food
security, then moving into increased dietary variety supporting nutritional excellence.
Click here for references and resources including how to get permission to use ecSI 2.0

Discover the joy of eating!

